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(54) Information retrieval arrangement

(57) An information retrieval arrangement (1) for a
host vehicle (3) is provided. The arrangement (1) is con-
figured to retrieve information of at least one surrounding
vehicle (5, 6), surrounding the host vehicle (3). The ar-
rangement (1) comprises a registration plate reading ar-
rangement (7) configured to read registration plate infor-
mation of the at least one surrounding vehicle (5, 6) and
an information retrieving unit (9) configured to retrieve
from a database (11.1, 11.2) at least one dimension (w,
l5) of the at least one surrounding vehicle (5, 6), based
on the read registration plate information. The present
invention also relates to a method (100) of retrieving in-
formation of at least one surrounding vehicle (5, 6) using
an information retrieval arrangement (1), a lane change
assist arrangement (17) comprising an information re-
trieval arrangement (1), and a vehicle (3) comprising an
information retrieval arrangement (1)
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an information
retrieval arrangement for a host vehicle, a method of re-
trieving information of at least one surrounding vehicle,
a lane change assist arrangement and a vehicle com-
prising an information retrieval arrangement.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Electronic driving-aids have become increas-
ingly present in today’s cars. Various sensor systems
have been developed to interpret a driving environment
external to a host vehicle, which interpretations are used
by such driving-aids to support a driver of the vehicle.
Performances of these electronic driving-aids are de-
pendent on reliability of inputs from the sensors. The task
of interpreting the driving environment external to a host
vehicle is challenging and difficulties often arise when it
comes to analysing distances to various objects and dis-
cern presence of various objects, such as surrounding
vehicles.
[0003] In view of the above, there is a need for an im-
proved information retrieval arrangement for a host ve-
hicle.

SUMMARY

[0004] An object of the present invention is to provide
an improved information retrieval arrangement for a host
vehicle.
[0005] According to an aspect of the invention, the ob-
ject is achieved by an information retrieval arrangement
for a host vehicle, the arrangement being configured to
retrieve information of at least one surrounding vehicle,
surrounding the host vehicle, the arrangement compris-
ing a registration plate reading arrangement configured
to read registration plate information of the at least one
surrounding vehicle wherein the arrangement further
comprises an information retrieving unit configured to re-
trieve from a database at least one dimension of the at
least one surrounding vehicle, based on the read regis-
tration plate information.
[0006] Since the at least one dimension of the at least
one surrounding vehicle is retrieved from a database
based on registration plate information, reliable dimen-
sions of surrounding vehicles can be retrieved. As a re-
sult, an improved information retrieval arrangement is
provided.
[0007] As a result, the above mentioned object is
achieved.
[0008] Further, since reliable dimensions of surround-
ing vehicles can be retrieved, various driving aid systems
and arrangements may utilize these reliable dimensions
to perform, improve and/or verify distance calculations,
and/or relative speed calculations, to surrounding vehi-

cles. Also, various driving aid systems and arrangement
may utilize these reliable dimensions to perform im-
proved interpretations of a driving environment external
to a host vehicle. Such a driving aid system may be an
autonomous driving control system. By providing an au-
tonomous driving control system using dimensions of
surrounding vehicles retrieved from the database, auton-
omous driving capability of such an autonomous driving
control system may be improved as compared to previ-
ously autonomous driving control systems.
[0009] Optionally, the at least one dimension of the at
least one surrounding vehicle, is a physical dimension
comprising at least one of length, width or height of the
at least one surrounding vehicle.
[0010] Optionally, the arrangement further comprises
a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit configured to de-
termine a perception angle of a surrounding vehicle and
where the arrangement further comprises a calculating
unit configured to calculate a distance to the surrounding
vehicle using the perception angle of the surrounding ve-
hicle and at least one dimension of the surrounding ve-
hicle retrieved from the database. Since a reliable dimen-
sion of the surrounding vehicle, which has been retrieved
from the database, is used in the calculation, the distance
to a surrounding vehicle can be calculated with high ac-
curacy. As a result, an even further improved information
retrieval arrangement is provided.
[0011] Optionally, the arrangement further comprises
a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit configured to detect
presence of, and distance to, a first preceding vehicle
and presence of, and distance to, a second preceding
vehicle, where the information retrieving unit is config-
ured to retrieve from the database, a length of the first
preceding vehicle based on read registration plate infor-
mation of the first preceding vehicle and where the ar-
rangement further comprises a calculating unit config-
ured to calculate a distance, between the first preceding
vehicle and the second preceding vehicle by subtracting
the distance to the first vehicle and the length of the first
preceding vehicle from the distance to the second vehi-
cle. Since a reliable length of the first preceding vehicle,
which has been retrieved from the database, is used in
the calculation, the distance between the first preceding
vehicle and the second preceding vehicle can be calcu-
lated with high accuracy. Calculation of a distance be-
tween a first preceding vehicle and a second preceding
vehicle is challenging with data from commonly used sen-
sor arrangements such as imaging units, RADAR (RAdio
Detection And Ranging) arrangements, mainly because
a length of a preceding vehicle is difficult to measure with
such arrangements. However, with the arrangement pro-
vided such distance can be calculated with high accura-
cy. As a result, an even further improved information re-
trieval arrangement is provided. Also, since the distance
between a first preceding vehicle and a second preceding
vehicle can be calculated with high accuracy, perform-
ance of a driving aid system, such as an autonomous
driving control system, or lane change managing system,
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utilizing such a distance may be improved. Thus, the in-
formation retrieval arrangement provided will also im-
prove overall occupant safety.
[0012] Optionally, the arrangement further comprises
a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit arranged to monitor
dimensions of a driving environment external to the host
vehicle where the arrangement further comprises a cal-
culating unit configured to discern presence of at least
one surrounding vehicle, by comparing at least one mon-
itored dimension of the driving environment with at least
one dimension of the at least one surrounding vehicle
retrieved from the database. Thereby, an even further
improved information retrieval arrangement is provided.
[0013] Optionally, the arrangement further comprises
a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit configured to cap-
ture images of a driving environment external to said host
vehicle, and where the arrangement further comprises a
calculating unit configured to discern presence of at least
one surrounding vehicle, by comparing at least one di-
mension of the captured images with at least one dimen-
sion of the at least one surrounding vehicle retrieved from
the database. Thereby, an even further improved infor-
mation retrieval arrangement is provided.
[0014] Optionally, the arrangement further comprises
a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit configured to de-
termine distinguishing information of the at least one sur-
rounding vehicle comprising at least one of a colour of
the surrounding vehicle, or a type of the surrounding ve-
hicle, and where the information retrieving unit is further
configured to retrieve corresponding distinguishing infor-
mation of the at least one surrounding vehicle from the
database based on the read registration plate informa-
tion, where the arrangement is arranged to determine
validity of the read registration plate information by com-
paring the determined distinguishing information with the
retrieved distinguishing information. Thereby, an ar-
rangement is provided that is able to distinguish sur-
rounding vehicles having invalid registration plate infor-
mation. Such invalid registration plate information may
for example be a result of a surrounding vehicle having
false registration plates, e.g. due to being equipped with
stolen registration plates, or be a result of a false reading
of the registration plate information. In either case, de-
termination of the validity of the read registration plate
information also ensures validity of the retrieved at least
one dimension from the database. As a result, an even
further improved information retrieval arrangement is
provided.
[0015] According to some aspects of the present dis-
closure, the object is achieved by a lane change assist
arrangement comprising an information retrieval ar-
rangement according to some embodiments. Since the
lane change assist arrangement comprises an informa-
tion retrieval arrangement according to some embodi-
ments, an improved lane change assist arrangement is
provided.
[0016] According to some aspects of the present dis-
closure, the object is achieved by a vehicle comprising

an information retrieval arrangement according to some
embodiments. Since the vehicle comprises an informa-
tion retrieval arrangement according to some embodi-
ments, an improved vehicle is provided.
[0017] According to some aspects of the present dis-
closure, the object is achieved by a method of retrieving
information of at least one surrounding vehicle, using an
information retrieval arrangement for a host vehicle, the
arrangement comprising a registration plate reading ar-
rangement and an information retrieving unit, the method
comprising:

- reading registration plate information of the at least
one surrounding vehicle, using the registration plate
reading arrangement, and

- retrieving from a database at least one dimension of
the at least one surrounding vehicle, based on the
read registration plate information, using the infor-
mation retrieving unit.

[0018] Since the at least one dimension of the at least
one surrounding vehicle is retrieved from a database
based on registration plate information, a reliable dimen-
sion of at least one surrounding vehicle can be obtained.
As a result, an improved method of retrieving information
of surrounding vehicles is provided.
[0019] Optionally, the arrangement further comprises
a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit and a calculating
unit, where the method further comprises:

- determining a perception angle of a surrounding ve-
hicle, using the surrounding vehicle monitoring unit,
and

- calculating a distance to the surrounding vehicle, us-
ing the perception angle of the surrounding vehicle
and at least one dimension of the surrounding vehi-
cle retrieved from the database, using the calculating
unit.

[0020] Since at least one reliable dimension of the sur-
rounding vehicle, which has been retrieved from the da-
tabase, is used in the calculation, the distance to the sur-
rounding vehicle can be calculated with high accuracy.
As a result, an even further improved method of retrieving
information of surrounding vehicles is provided.
[0021] Optionally, the arrangement further comprises
a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit and a calculating
unit, where the method further comprises:

- detecting presence of, and distance to, a first pre-
ceding vehicle and presence of, and distance to, a
second preceding vehicle, using the surrounding ve-
hicle monitoring unit,

- retrieving from the database, a length of the first pre-
ceding vehicle based on read registration plate in-
formation of the first preceding vehicle, using the in-
formation retrieving unit, and

- calculating a distance d, between the first preceding
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vehicle and the second preceding vehicle by sub-
tracting the distance to the first vehicle and the length
of the first preceding vehicle from the distance to the
second vehicle, using the calculating unit.

[0022] Since a reliable length of the first preceding ve-
hicle, which has been retrieved from the database, is
used in the calculation, the distance between the first
preceding vehicle and the second preceding vehicle can
be calculated with high accuracy. As a result, an even
further improved method of retrieving information of sur-
rounding vehicles is provided.
[0023] Optionally, the arrangement further comprises
a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit and a calculating
unit, where the method further comprises:

- monitoring dimensions of a driving environment ex-
ternal to the host vehicle, using the surrounding ve-
hicle monitoring unit, and

- discerning presence of at least one surrounding ve-
hicle, by comparing at least one monitored dimen-
sion of the driving environment with at least one di-
mension of the at least one surrounding vehicle re-
trieved from the database, using the calculating unit.

[0024] Thereby, an even further improved method of
retrieving information of at least one surrounding vehicle
is provided.
[0025] Optionally, the arrangement further comprises
a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit and a calculating
unit, where the method further comprises:

- capturing images of a driving environment external
to the host vehicle using the surrounding vehicle
monitoring unit, and

- discerning presence of at least one surrounding ve-
hicle, by comparing at least one dimension of the
captured images with at least one dimension of the
at least one surrounding vehicle retrieved from the
database, using the calculating unit.

[0026] Thereby, an even further improved method of
retrieving information of at least one surrounding vehicle
is provided.
[0027] Optionally, the arrangement further comprises
a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit, where the method
further comprises:

- determining distinguishing information of the at least
one surrounding vehicle comprising at least one of
a colour of the surrounding vehicle, or a type of the
surrounding vehicle, using the surrounding vehicle
monitoring unit,

- retrieving corresponding distinguishing information
of the at least one surrounding vehicle from the da-
tabase based on the read registration plate informa-
tion, using the information retrieving unit, and

- determining validity of the read registration plate in-

formation by comparing the determined distinguish-
ing information with the retrieved distinguishing in-
formation, using the arrangement.

[0028] Hereby, a method is provided that enables dis-
tinguishing of at least one surrounding vehicle having
invalid registration plate information. Such invalid regis-
tration plate information may for example be a result of
a surrounding vehicle having false registration plates,
e.g. due to being equipped with stolen registration plates,
or be a result of a false reading of the registration plate
information. In either case, determination of the validity
of the read registration plate information also ensures
validity of the retrieved at least one dimension from the
database. As a result, an even further improved method
of retrieving information of at least one surrounding ve-
hicle is provided.
[0029] Further features of, and advantages with, the
present invention will become apparent when studying
the appended claims and the following detailed descrip-
tion. Those skilled in the art will realize that the different
features described may be combined to create embodi-
ments other than those described in the following, without
departing from the scope of the present invention, as
defined by the appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0030] The various aspects of the invention, including
its particular features and advantages, will be readily un-
derstood from the following detailed description and the
accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 illustrates an information retrieval arrange-
ment for a host vehicle, and

Fig. 2 illustrates a method of retrieving information
of at least one surrounding vehicle.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0031] Embodiments herein will now be described
more fully with reference to the accompanying drawings,
in which example embodiments are shown. Disclosed
features of example embodiments may be combined as
readily understood by one of ordinary skill in the art. Like
numbers refer to like elements throughout.
[0032] Well-known functions or constructions will not
necessarily be described in detail for brevity and/or clar-
ity.
[0033] Fig. 1 illustrates an information retrieval ar-
rangement 1 for a host vehicle 3. The arrangement 1 is
configured to retrieve information of at least one sur-
rounding vehicle 5, 6 surrounding the host vehicle 3. Sur-
rounding vehicles 5, 6 may be in front of the host vehicle
3, as illustrated in Fig. 1, i.e. preceding vehicles, and/or
may be behind the host vehicle 3 (not shown in Fig. 1).
The arrangement 1 comprises a registration plate read-
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ing arrangement 7 configured to read registration plate
information of the at least one surrounding vehicle 5, 6.
The arrangement 1 further comprises an information re-
trieving unit 9 configured to retrieve from a database 11.1,
11.2 at least one dimension w, l5 of the at least one sur-
rounding vehicle 5, 6, based on the read registration plate
information.
[0034] The registration plate reading arrangement 7
may comprise an imaging unit arranged to capture im-
ages of a driving environment external to the host vehicle
3 and discern registration plate information of the at least
one surrounding vehicle 5, 6. Such an imaging unit may
be arranged in a region of the rear view mirror, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1, and/or in another region of the host vehicle
3 suitable for capturing images of the driving environment
external to said host vehicle 3. Also, the registration plate
reading arrangement 7 may comprise two or more imag-
ing units. In such embodiments, one of such two or more
imaging units may be arranged to capture images of the
driving environment behind the host vehicle 3, to thereby
discern registration plate information of the at least one
surrounding vehicle traveling behind the host vehicle 3.
[0035] The information retrieving unit 9 comprises
means for communicating with the database 11.1, 11.2.
The information retrieving unit 9 is configured to retrieve
from the database 11.1, 11.2 at least one dimension w,
l5 of the at least one surrounding vehicle 5, 6 based on
the read registration plate information. That is, the infor-
mation retrieving unit 9 may be configured to output reg-
istration plate information, read by the registration plate
reading arrangement 7, to the database 11.1, 11.2, and
in response thereto retrieve at least one dimension w, l5
of the at least one surrounding vehicle 5, 6 from the da-
tabase 11.1, 11.2. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the database
11.1 may be arranged in the host vehicle 3 as well as
external to the host vehicle 3. The database 11.1, 11.2
may comprise a national or regional database holding
dimension information associated with registration plate
information.
[0036] The at least one dimension w, l5 of the at least
one surrounding vehicle 5, 6 may be a physical dimension
comprising at least one of length l5, width w or height of
the at least one surrounding vehicle 5.
[0037] According to some embodiments described
herein, the arrangement 1 comprises a surrounding ve-
hicle monitoring unit 15.1, 15.2. In those embodiments,
such surrounding vehicle monitoring unit 15.1, 15.2 may
comprise one or more sensors such as RADAR (RAdio
Detection And Ranging) sensors or LASER (Light Am-
plification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) sensors,
or LIDAR (LIght Detection And Ranging) sensors, or one
or more imaging sensors, such as one or more camera
units.
[0038] According to some embodiments, the arrange-
ment 1 further comprises a surrounding vehicle monitor-
ing unit 15.1, 15.2 configured to determine a perception
angle ap of a surrounding vehicle 5. In such embodi-
ments, the arrangement 1 further comprises a calculating

unit 13 configured to calculate a distance d5 to the sur-
rounding vehicle 5 using the perception angle ap of the
surrounding vehicle 5 and at least one dimension w of
the surrounding vehicle 5 retrieved from the database
11.1, 11.2. Thereby the distance d5 can be calculated
with high reliability since a reliable dimension of the sur-
rounding vehicle 5, having been retrieved from the data-
base 11.1, 11.2, is used in the calculation. A trigonometric
function may be used in the calculation of the distance
d5. In the example shown in Fig. 1, such a function may
for example be d5 = w/(tan ap)
[0039] In the example shown in Fig. 1, a width w of the
surrounding vehicle 5 retrieved from the database 11.1,
11.2 is used in the calculation of the distance d5. As an
alternative, or in combination, a height or an area of a
surrounding vehicle 5 may be retrieved from the data-
base 11.1, 11.2 and used in the calculation of the distance
d5.
[0040] According to some embodiments, the arrange-
ment 1 further comprises a surrounding vehicle monitor-
ing unit 15.1, 15.2 configured to detect presence of, and
distance d5 to, a first preceding vehicle 5 and presence
of, and distance d6 to, a second preceding vehicle 6,
where the information retrieving unit 9 is configured to
retrieve from the database 11.1, 11.2, a length l5 of the
first preceding vehicle 5 based on read registration plate
information of the first preceding vehicle 5 and where the
arrangement 1 further comprises a calculating unit 13
configured to calculate a distance d5,6 between the first
preceding vehicle 5 and the second preceding vehicle 6
by subtracting the distance d5 to the first vehicle 5 and
the length l5 of the first preceding vehicle 5 from the dis-
tance d6 to the second vehicle 6.
[0041] According to some embodiments, the arrange-
ment 1 further comprises a surrounding vehicle monitor-
ing unit 15.1, 15.2 arranged to monitor dimensions of a
driving environment external to the host vehicle 3 where
the arrangement 1 further comprises a calculating unit
13 configured to discern presence of at least one sur-
rounding vehicle 5, 6 by comparing at least one monitored
dimension of the driving environment with at least one
dimension w, l5 of the at least one surrounding vehicle
5, 6 retrieved from the database 11.1, 11.2. Such dis-
cerning of presence of at least one surrounding vehicle
5, 6 may for example comprise comparing of a monitored
dimension, which is estimated to represent a length of a
cluster of surrounding vehicles 5, 6, with a length l5 of a
nearest surrounding vehicle 5 retrieved from the data-
base 11.1, 11.2. Thereby, the arrangement 1 will be able
to discern between a situation in which a long vehicle,
such as a bus or a truck, is surrounding the host vehicle
or whether it is two or more vehicles 5, 6 which surrounds
the host vehicle 3.
[0042] As an alternative, or in combination, such dis-
cerning of presence of at least one surrounding vehicle
5, 6 may be performed in the following manner. One or
more dimensions, such as length, width, height and/or
area, of the at least one surrounding vehicle 5, 6 are
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retrieved from the database 11.1, 11.2. Such one or more
dimensions are then compared with a monitored driving
environment to discern presence of at least one sur-
rounding vehicle 5, 6. That is, if the database 11.1, 11.2
shows that a certain surrounding vehicle has certain di-
mensions, the surrounding vehicle monitoring unit 15.1,
15.2 will more easily discern presence of such a vehicle
in a driving environment.
[0043] Such discerning of presence of at least one sur-
rounding vehicle 5, 6 may continuously be performed and
the dimensions of the at least one surrounding vehicle
5, 6 retrieved from the database 11.1, 11.2 may further
improve representation of a surrounding vehicle 5, 6 in
the surrounding vehicle monitoring unit 15.1, 15.2. Since
the dimensions of the at least one surrounding vehicle
5, 6 retrieved from the database 11.1, 11.2 is used, such
representation may be made in a more stable manner,
than would be possible without the dimensions retrieved
from the database 11.1, 11.2.
[0044] According to some embodiments, the arrange-
ment 1 further comprises a surrounding vehicle monitor-
ing unit 15.1, 15.2 configured to capture images of a driv-
ing environment external to said host vehicle 3 and where
the arrangement 1 further comprises a calculating unit
13 configured to discern presence of at least one sur-
rounding vehicle 5 by comparing at least one dimension
of the captured images with at least one dimension w, l5
of the at least one surrounding vehicle 5 retrieved from
the database 11.1, 11.2.
[0045] Such discerning of presence of at least one sur-
rounding vehicle 5, 6 may be performed in the following
manner. One or more dimensions, such as length, width,
height and/or area, of the at least one surrounding vehicle
5, 6 are retrieved from the database 11.1, 11.2. Such one
or more dimensions are then compared with dimensions
of captured images of the driving environment external
to the host vehicle 3 to discern presence of at least one
surrounding vehicle 5, 6. That is, if the database 11.1,
11.2 shows that a certain surrounding vehicle has certain
dimensions, the surrounding vehicle monitoring unit
15.1, 15.2 will more easily discern presence of such a
vehicle in the driving environment.
[0046] According to some embodiments, the arrange-
ment 1 further comprises a surrounding vehicle monitor-
ing unit 15.1, 15.2 configured to determine distinguishing
information of the at least one surrounding vehicle 5, 6
comprising at least one of a colour of the surrounding
vehicle 5, 6 and/or a type of the surrounding vehicle 5.
A type of the surrounding vehicle 5 may comprise a car,
a truck, a trailer, a motorcycle, etc. The information re-
trieving unit 9 may further be configured to retrieve cor-
responding distinguishing information of the at least one
surrounding vehicle 5, 6 from the database 11.1, 11.2
based on the read registration plate information. The ar-
rangement 1 may further be arranged to determine va-
lidity of the read registration plate information by com-
paring the determined distinguishing information with the
retrieved distinguishing information.

[0047] Thereby, the arrangement 1 may distinguish
surrounding vehicles having invalid registration plate in-
formation. Such invalid registration plate information may
for example be a result of a surrounding vehicle having
false registration plates, e.g. due to being equipped with
stolen registration plates, or due to a false reading of the
registration plate information. In either case, the deter-
mination of the validity of the read registration plate in-
formation ensures validity of the retrieved at least one
dimension from the database 11.1, 11.2. As a result, an
even further improved information retrieval arrangement
1 is provided.
[0048] The information retrieval arrangement 1 may be
comprised in an autonomous driving control system uti-
lizing dimensions of surrounding vehicles 5, 6 retrieved
from the database to perform, improve and/or verify dis-
tance calculations, and/or relative speed calculations, to
the surrounding vehicles 5, 6. Also, such an autonomous
driving control system may utilize the retrieved dimen-
sions to perform improved interpretations of a driving en-
vironment external to a host vehicle 3. Thereby, auton-
omous driving capability of such an autonomous driving
control system may be improved as compared to previ-
ously autonomous driving control systems.
[0049] Fig. 1 also illustrates a lane change assist ar-
rangement 17 comprising an information retrieval ar-
rangement 1 according to some embodiments.
[0050] Fig. 1 also illustrates a vehicle 3 comprising an
information retrieval arrangement 1 according to some
embodiments.
[0051] Fig. 2 illustrates a method 100 of retrieving in-
formation of at least one surrounding vehicle using an
information retrieval arrangement for a host vehicle.
Since such an information retrieval arrangement 1 is
shown in Fig. 1, below reference is made to Fig. 1 as well
as to Fig. 2. The arrangement 1 comprises a registration
plate reading arrangement 7 and an information retriev-
ing unit 9, where the method 100 comprises:

- reading 101 registration plate information of the at
least one surrounding vehicle 5, 6, using the regis-
tration plate reading arrangement 7, and

- retrieving 102 from a database 11.1, 11.2 at least
one dimension w, l5 of the at least one surrounding
vehicle 5, 6, based on the read registration plate in-
formation, using the information retrieving unit 9.

[0052] The arrangement 1 may further comprise a sur-
rounding vehicle monitoring unit 15.1, 15.2 and a calcu-
lating unit 13, and the method 100 may further comprise:

- determining 103 a perception angle ap of a surround-
ing vehicle 5, using the surrounding vehicle monitor-
ing unit 15.1, 15.2, and

- calculating 104 a distance d5 to the surrounding ve-
hicle 5, using the perception angle ap of the surround-
ing vehicle 5 and at least one dimension w of the
surrounding vehicle 5 retrieved from the database
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11.1, 11.2, using the calculating unit 13.

[0053] The arrangement 1 may further comprise a sur-
rounding vehicle monitoring unit 15.1, 15.2 and a calcu-
lating unit 13, and the method 100 may further comprise:

- detecting 105 presence of, and distance d5 to, a first
preceding vehicle 5 and presence of, and distance
d6 to, a second preceding vehicle 6, using the sur-
rounding vehicle monitoring unit 15.1, 15.2,

- retrieving 106 from the database 11.1, 11.2, a length
l5 of the first preceding vehicle 5 based on read reg-
istration plate information of the first preceding ve-
hicle 5, using the information retrieving unit 9, and

- calculating 107 a distance d5,6 between the first pre-
ceding vehicle 5 and the second preceding vehicle
6 by subtracting the distance d5 to the first vehicle 5
and the length l5 of the first preceding vehicle 5 from
the distance d6 to the second vehicle 6, using the
calculating unit 13.

[0054] The arrangement 1 may further comprise a sur-
rounding vehicle monitoring unit 15.1, 15.2 and a calcu-
lating unit 13, and the method 100 may further comprise:

- monitoring 107 dimensions of a driving environment
external to the host vehicle 3, using the surrounding
vehicle monitoring unit 15.1, 15.2, and

- discerning 108 presence of at least one surrounding
vehicle 5, 6 by comparing at least one monitored
dimension of the driving environment with at least
one dimension w, l5 of the at least one surrounding
vehicle 5 retrieved from the database 11.1, 11.2, us-
ing the calculating unit 13.

[0055] The arrangement 1 may further comprise a sur-
rounding vehicle monitoring unit 15.1, 15.2 and a calcu-
lating unit 13, and the method 100 may further comprise:

- capturing 109 images of a driving environment ex-
ternal to said host vehicle 3 using the surrounding
vehicle monitoring unit 15.1, 15.2, and

- discerning 110 presence of at least one surrounding
vehicle 5, 6 by comparing at least one dimension of
the captured images with at least one dimension w,
l5 of the at least one surrounding vehicle 5 retrieved
from the database 11.1, 11.2, using the calculating
unit 13.

[0056] The arrangement 1 may further comprise a sur-
rounding vehicle monitoring unit 15.1, 15.2, and the
method 100 may further comprise:

- determining 111 distinguishing information of the at
least one surrounding vehicle 5, 6 comprising at least
one of a colour of the surrounding vehicle 5, 6, or a
type of the surrounding vehicle 5, 6, using the sur-
rounding vehicle monitoring unit 15.1, 15.2,

- retrieving 112 corresponding distinguishing informa-
tion of the at least one surrounding vehicle 5, 6 from
the database 11.1, 11.2 based on the read registra-
tion plate information, using the information retriev-
ing unit 9, and

- determining 113 validity of the read registration plate
information by comparing the determined distin-
guishing information with the retrieved distinguishing
information, using the arrangement 1.

Claims

1. An information retrieval arrangement (1) for a host
vehicle (3), said arrangement (1) being configured
to retrieve information of at least one surrounding
vehicle (5, 6), surrounding said host vehicle (3), said
arrangement (1) comprising:

- a registration plate reading arrangement (7)
configured to read registration plate information
of said at least one surrounding vehicle (5, 6),

where the arrangement (1) further comprises:

- an information retrieving unit (9) configured to
retrieve from a database (11.1, 11.2) at least
one dimension (w, l5) of said at least one sur-
rounding vehicle (5, 6), based on said read reg-
istration plate information.

2. The arrangement (1) according to claim 1 where said
at least one dimension (w, l5) of said at least one
surrounding vehicle (5) is a physical dimension com-
prising at least one of length (l5), width (w) or height
of said at least one surrounding vehicle (5).

3. The arrangement (1) according to claim 1 or 2 further
comprising a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit
(15.1, 15.2) configured to determine a perception an-
gle (ap) of a surrounding vehicle (5) and where said
arrangement (1) further comprises a calculating unit
(13) configured to calculate a distance (d5) to said
surrounding vehicle (5) using said perception angle
(ap) of said surrounding vehicle (5) and at least one
dimension (w) of said surrounding vehicle (5) re-
trieved from said database (11.1, 11.2).

4. The arrangement (1) according to any one of the
preceding claims further comprising a surrounding
vehicle monitoring unit (15.1, 15.2) configured to de-
tect presence of, and distance (d5) to, a first preced-
ing vehicle (5) and presence of, and distance (d6) to,
a second preceding vehicle (6), where said informa-
tion retrieving unit (9) is configured to retrieve from
said database (11.1, 11.2), a length (l5) of said first
preceding vehicle (5) based on read registration
plate information of said first preceding vehicle (5)
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and where said arrangement (1) further comprises
a calculating unit (13) configured to calculate a dis-
tance (d5,6) between said first preceding vehicle (5)
and said second preceding vehicle (6) by subtracting
said distance (d5) to said first vehicle (5) and said
length (l5) of said first preceding vehicle (5) from said
distance (d6) to said second vehicle (6).

5. The arrangement (1) according to any one of the
preceding claims further comprising a surrounding
vehicle monitoring unit (15.1, 15.2) arranged to mon-
itor dimensions of a driving environment external to
said host vehicle (3) where said arrangement (1) fur-
ther comprises a calculating unit (13) configured to
discern presence of at least one surrounding vehicle
(5, 6) by comparing at least one monitored dimension
of said driving environment with at least one dimen-
sion (w, l5) of said at least one surrounding vehicle
(5, 6) retrieved from said database (11.1, 11.2).

6. The arrangement (1) according to any one of the
preceding claims further comprising a surrounding
vehicle monitoring unit (15.1, 15.2) configured to
capture images of a driving environment external to
said host vehicle (3) and where said arrangement
(1) further comprises a calculating unit (13) config-
ured to discern presence of at least one surrounding
vehicle (5, 6) by comparing at least one dimension
of said captured images with at least one dimension
(w, l5) of said at least one surrounding vehicle (5, 6)
retrieved from said database (11.1, 11.2).

7. The arrangement (1) according to any one of the
preceding claims further comprising a surrounding
vehicle monitoring unit (15.1, 15.2) configured to de-
termine distinguishing information of said at least
one surrounding vehicle (5, 6) comprising at least
one of a colour of said surrounding vehicle (5, 6), or
a type of said surrounding vehicle (5, 6), and where
said information retrieving unit (9) is further config-
ured to retrieve corresponding distinguishing infor-
mation of said at least one surrounding vehicle (5,
6) from said database (11.1, 11.2) based on said
read registration plate information, where said ar-
rangement (1) is arranged to determine validity of
said read registration plate information by comparing
said determined distinguishing information with said
retrieved distinguishing information.

8. A lane change assist arrangement (17) comprising
an information retrieval arrangement (1) according
to any one of the preceding claims.

9. A vehicle (3) comprising an information retrieval ar-
rangement (1) according to any one of the preceding
claims.

10. A method (100) of retrieving information of at least

one surrounding vehicle (5, 6) using an information
retrieval arrangement (1) for a host vehicle (3), said
arrangement (1) comprising a registration plate
reading arrangement (7) and an information retriev-
ing unit (9), where said method (100) comprises:

- reading (101) registration plate information of
said at least one surrounding vehicle (5, 6), us-
ing said registration plate reading arrangement
(7), and
- retrieving (102) from a database (11.1, 11.2)
at least one dimension (w, l5) of said at least one
surrounding vehicle (5, 6), based on said read
registration plate information, using said infor-
mation retrieving unit (9).

11. The method (100) according to claim 10 where said
arrangement (1) further comprises a surrounding ve-
hicle monitoring unit (15.1, 15.2) and a calculating
unit (13), where said method (100) further compris-
es:

- determining (103) a perception angle (ap) of a
surrounding vehicle (5), using said surrounding
vehicle monitoring unit (15.1, 15.2), and
- calculating (104) a distance (d5) to said sur-
rounding vehicle (5), using said perception an-
gle (ap) of said surrounding vehicle (5) and at
least one dimension (w) of said surrounding ve-
hicle (5) retrieved from said database (11.1,
11.2), using said calculating unit (13).

12. The method (100) according to claim 10 or 11 where
said arrangement (1) further comprises a surround-
ing vehicle monitoring unit (15.1, 15.2) and a calcu-
lating unit (13), where said method (100) further com-
prises:

- detecting (105) presence of, and distance (d5)
to, a first preceding vehicle (5) and presence of,
and distance (d6) to, a second preceding vehicle
(6), using said surrounding vehicle monitoring
unit (15.1, 15.2),
- retrieving (106) from said database (11.1,
11.2), a length (l5) of said first preceding vehicle
(5) based on read registration plate information
of said first preceding vehicle (5), using said in-
formation retrieving unit (9), and
- calculating (107) a distance (d5,6) between said
first preceding vehicle (5) and said second pre-
ceding vehicle (6) by subtracting said distance
(d5) to said first vehicle (5) and said length (l5)
of said first preceding vehicle (5) from said dis-
tance (d6) to said second vehicle (6), using said
calculating unit (13).

13. The method (100) according to any one of the claims
10-12 where said arrangement (1) further comprises
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a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit (15.1, 15.2)
and a calculating unit (13), where said method (100)
further comprises:

- monitoring (107) dimensions of a driving envi-
ronment external to said host vehicle (3), using
said surrounding vehicle monitoring unit (15.1,
15.2), and
- discerning (108) presence of at least one sur-
rounding vehicle (5, 6) by comparing at least one
monitored dimension of said driving environ-
ment with at least one dimension (w, l5) of said
at least one surrounding vehicle (5, 6) retrieved
from said database (11.1, 11.2), using said cal-
culating unit (13).

14. The method (100) according to any one of the claims
10-13 where said arrangement (1) further comprises
a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit (15.1, 15.2)
and a calculating unit (13), where said method (100)
further comprises:

- capturing (109) images of a driving environ-
ment external to said host vehicle (3) using said
surrounding vehicle monitoring unit (15.1, 15.2),
and
- discerning (110) presence of at least one sur-
rounding vehicle (5, 6) by comparing at least one
dimension of said captured images with at least
one dimension (w, l5) of said at least one sur-
rounding vehicle (5, 6) retrieved from said data-
base (11.1, 11.2), using said calculating unit
(13).

15. The method (100) according to any one of the claims
10-14 where said arrangement (1) further comprises
a surrounding vehicle monitoring unit (15.1, 15.2),
where said method (100) further comprises:

- determining (111) distinguishing information of
said at least one surrounding vehicle (5, 6) com-
prising at least one of a colour of said surround-
ing vehicle (5, 6), or a type of said surrounding
vehicle (5, 6), using said surrounding vehicle
monitoring unit (15.1, 15.2),
- retrieving (112) corresponding distinguishing
information of said at least one surrounding ve-
hicle (5, 6) from said database (11.1, 11.2)
based on said read registration plate informa-
tion, using said information retrieving unit (9),
and
- determining (113) validity of said read registra-
tion plate information by comparing said deter-
mined distinguishing information with said re-
trieved distinguishing information, using said ar-
rangement (1).
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